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ABSTRACT

Source code plagiarism is an easy to do task, but very difficult to detect without proper tool support. Various source code similarity detection systems have been developed to help detect source code plagiarism. Those systems need to recognize a number of lexical and structural source code modifications. For example, by some structural modifications (e.g., modification of control structures, modification of data structures or structural redesign of source code) the source code can be changed in such a way that it almost looks genuine. Most of the existing source code similarity detection systems can be confused when these structural modifications have been applied to the original source code. In order to be considered effective, a source code similarity detection system must address these issues. In order to address them, we designed and developed the source code similarity system for plagiarism detection. To demonstrate that the proposed system has the desired effectiveness, we performed a well-known conformism test. The proposed system showed promising results as compared to the JPlag system in detecting source code similarity when various lexical or structural modifications are applied to plagiarized code. As a confirmation of these results, an independent samples t-test revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between average values of F-measures for the test sets that we used and for the experiments that we have done in the practically usable range of cut-off threshold values of 35%-70%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plagiarism is an act of unethical behaviour, which involves reuse of someone else's work without explicitly acknowledging the original author [1-3]. A good example of plagiarism is source code plagiarism in programming languages courses, when a student submits a course assignment whose part was copied from another student’s course assignment. In such a case, the plagiarized source code has been derived from another piece of source code, with a small number of routine transformations [4, 5]. Plagiarism in university course assignments is an increasingly common problem [3]. Several surveys showed that a high percentage of students have engaged in some form of academic dishonesty, particularly plagiarism [6].

Source code plagiarism is an easy to do task, but it is not so easy to detect. Usually, when students are solving the same problem by using the same programming language, there is a high possibility that their assignment solutions will be more or less similar. Several strategies of source code modification exist that can be used to mask source code plagiarism [5, 7, 8]. Examples of such strategies are renaming identifiers or combining several segments copied from different source code files. Other types of such strategies along with their classification are presented in Section II. These modifications increase the difficulty in recognizing plagiarism. Tracking source code plagiarism is a time consuming task for instructors, since it requires comparing each pair of source code files containing hundreds or even thousands of lines of code (LOC). Section III gives an overview of some of the existing approaches and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Most of the existing source code similarity detection systems can become confused when some structural modifications have been applied to the original source code. Besides structural redesign of source code, probably the best techniques for source code plagiarism hiding are modification of data structures and redundancy [5]. Based on advantages and disadvantages of existing systems, the objectives for the system reported on this paper - Source Code Similarity Detector System (SCSDS) –
are created and presented in Section IV. In order to have an efficient source code similarity detection, the major requirement for SCSDS is an enhanced and efficient tokenization algorithm, and support for multiple algorithms for similarity detection that will operate on the produced token sets. Also, an important requirement for SCSDS is to support algorithm extensibility and exclusion of template code. Section V describes the approach that we used for addressing these requirements for source code similarity detection set for SCSDS. This underlying approach of SCSDS consists of the following five phases: pre-processing, tokenization, exclusion, similarity measurement, and final similarity calculation. The SCSDS implementation is described in detail in Section VI. Evaluation of the source code similarity detection systems is always challenging. For evaluation of SCSDS, we performed a well-known conformism test [9, 10] and compared its performance to a state-of-the-art system for plagiarism detection. Before concluding the paper, the evaluation process and obtained results are described in detail and presented in Section VII.

2. SOURCE CODE MODIFICATIONS

There have been several attempts to classify the source code modifications that a plagiarizer can do to hide plagiarism. According to [2, 11-14], source code modifications can be classified into two main categories: lexical modifications and structural modifications. Lexical modifications usually do not require any programming knowledge and skills. In most cases, this kind of modifications can easily be detected and ignored. Typical examples of lexical modifications are:

- modification of source code formatting (L1),
- addition, modification, or deletion of comments (L2),
- language translations (L3),
- reformatting or modification of program output (L4),
- renaming of identifiers (L5),
split or merge of variable declarations (L6),
addition, modification, or deletion of modifiers (L7) and
modification of constant values (L8).

Modification of source code formatting (L1) includes cases such as insertion or deletion of empty lines, insertion or deletion of extra line breaks, or insertion or deletion of spaces and tabs. Addition, modification, or deletion of comments (L2) is very often seen in plagiarized programs. Translations of the text contained in I/O statements or GUI components, for example from English to German (or any other language), are kinds of language translations (L3). Reformattting or modification of program output (L4) includes superficial formatting such as replacing text inside literal strings, addition of characters, and extra string concatenations. This modification type usually requires a certain extent of understanding of the program being modified. Thus, educationally, reformatting or modification of program output still involves some level of learning of studied programming languages. Renaming of identifiers (L5) includes changing names of classes, methods and variables. Several identifiers may be combined in the same variable declaration if the variables are of the same type. A declaration can be split into separate declarations, and vice versa (L6). Modifiers that can be added, modified, or deleted are usually access modifiers, like private, protected and public in the Java programming language (L7). For example, modifiers can be changed in such a way that more general accessibility is allowed, without affecting the semantics of a program. Addition, modification, or deletion of modifiers requires some programming knowledge and skills, because some changes of modifiers can lead to compile errors, unpredictable behavior or run-time exceptions. Modifications of constant values (L8) include insignificant modifications of constants that will not affect the program output or GUI. An example of this modification is a change of the port number that the server socket is listening on.
Unlike lexical modifications, structural modifications require a higher level of programming knowledge and skills. This kind of modifications makes detection very difficult. Typical examples of structural modifications are:

− changing the order of variables in statements (S1),
− changing the order of statements within code blocks (S2),
− reordering of code blocks (S3),
− addition of redundant statements or variables (S4),
− modification of control structures (S5),
− changing of data types and modification of data structures (S6),
− method inlining and method refactoring (S7),
− redundancy (S8),
− temporary variables and subexpressions (S9),
− structural redesign of source code (S10), and
− modification of scope (S11).

Changing the order of variables in statements (S1) includes reordering of variables in statements in such a way that the semantics of a program is preserved. Changing the order of statements within code blocks (S2) includes reordering of statements in such a way that the semantics of a program is preserved. Reordering of code blocks (S3) includes reordering of a sequence of statements, local class declarations and local variable declaration statements within curly braces. Addition of redundant statements or variables (S4) includes kinds of additions that will not affect the output of the program. Modification of control structures (S5) covers replacement of control structures with the equivalent ones. One switch statement can be replaced by multiple if statements, for example. Data types changing (S6) is a kind of modification that is very often used by software plagiarists. For example, primitive Java data types like \textit{int} and \textit{long}, can be changed by corresponding wrapper classes \textit{Integer} and \textit{Long},
respectively. Also, in most situations, numeric data types can all be replaced by some other without an essential effect on the behavior of a program. Method inlining (S7) replaces a call to a method with the body of the method\(^1\). Method refactoring (S7) is the reverse process of method inlining. Redundancy (S8) is the process of addition or removal of methods that are never called, or variables that are never used. The main difference with S4 is that additions of S8 are never executed, while additions of S4 are executed but without any impact on the final output. Temporary variables and subexpressions (S9) are often used to mask source code plagiarism. For example, subexpressions can be translated into declaration of additional temporary variables, or default values of local variables can be set explicitly. Structural redesign of source code (S10) is, probably, one of the most successful techniques used to hide source code plagiarism. For example, this technique can include moving of a state-changing method into a separate new class. Similar examples are refactorings supported by Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and similar tools [8], like extraction of class members into a (probably newly created) parent class, string externalization, generation of additional methods (e.g., getter and setter methods, hashCode, equals, and toString in Java), and generation of delegate methods. Modification of scope (S11) can include moving try-catch-finally blocks towards the outer perimeter of methods, or the scope of temporary variables can be extended by declaring them in surrounding blocks.

The success of the techniques for source code plagiarism hiding strongly depends on the weaknesses of tools used for source code similarity detection. Still, it is important to mention that, besides structural redesign of source code, modification of data structures and redundancy are probably among the most effective techniques for source code plagiarism hiding [5].

\(^1\) Of course, such modification may violate some of the key software quality principles, too.
3. RELATED WORK

There are three main categories of plagiarism detection approaches: text-based, attribute-oriented code-based and structure-oriented code-based [14, 15]. These approaches are used by source code similarity detection tools that can be divided into two categories [10]: offline and online. Online source code similarity detection tools can check a document for fragments that can also be found through web search engines, while offline source code similarity detection tools operate on documents inside a given collection. Some offline similarity detection tools can also check for historical data saved in a local database.

Two families of methods for text-based plagiarism detection exist: ranking [16] and fingerprinting [17]. Ranking is based on information retrieval concepts, where indexed collection items are ranked by an estimated similarity to a query [15]. In fingerprinting, documents are summarized as a compact collection of integers (fingerprints) representing key aspects of a document [17]. It is important to mention that text based plagiarism detection tools ignore coding syntax, and simply compare English words from the provided source code. This is an important drawback, since it is the coding syntax that should be used for similarity detection. The coding syntax should be used for similarity detection because it is a dominant part of every program. Empirical research also shows that text-based plagiarism detection tools can find only small amounts of plagiarised programs to be similar, particularly method names, comments, and output statements [15].

Attribute-oriented plagiarism detection systems measure key properties of source code. Some of the first attribute-oriented systems presented by Donaldson et al. [18], Halstead [19] and Halstead [20], identified only four key properties: the number of unique operators, the number of unique operands, the total number of operators and the total number of operands. Apart from these, other properties can be considered, such as: the number of variables, the number of methods, the number of loops, the number of conditional statements, and the
number of method invocations. A number of tools which use an attribute-oriented similarity detection approach [12, 21, 22] have so far been developed. It is important to notice that two programs with, for example, the same number of variables, methods, loops and/or number of conditional statements might be marked as suspected of plagiarism, if an attribute-oriented similarity detection approach is used. Obviously, this does not necessarily mean that these programs are plagiarized. This can only suggest that they should be further inspected. Even though this approach can be considered better than text-based, it does yet not take into account the structure of a program. This makes attribute-oriented plagiarism detection systems highly limited [15]. As stated by Verco and Wise [23], these systems are most effective when very close copies are involved. It is also difficult for these systems to detect copied segments of code in larger programs [15]. Thus, it can be concluded that attribute-oriented approach is not the best one for plagiarism detection.

One of the approaches suitable for source code similarity detection is the structure-oriented code-based approach, which mostly use tokenization and string matching algorithms to measure source code similarity [24-25]. Easily modified elements, such as comments, whitespace, and variable names, are ignored by systems using this approach.

Structure-oriented systems are relatively robust to various source code modifications, because they perform local comparisons [15]. As stated by Burrows et al. [15], some of the most important and most cited state-of-the-art structure-oriented plagiarism detection systems are JPlag [5] and MOSS [26]. There are also other systems, such as Sim [27], Plague [28], YAP [25], Plaggie [29], FPDS [9] and Marble [8].

JPlag is a system that can be used to detect the similarity of source code written in Java, C, C++, C# and Scheme [5]. Also, JPlag can be used to detect the similarity of plain text files. It is available in the form of a web service, while the client is implemented as a Java Web Start application [30]. For each source code file under comparison JPlag generates the
corresponding token string. After that, these token strings are compared to each other using greedy string tiling (GST) algorithm [31]. The worst case complexity for this algorithm is $O(n^3)$ as stated by Prechelt et al. [5]. In the best case, when two completely different strings are compared, the complexity is reduced to $O(n^2)$. The Karp-Rabin algorithm is used to further improve efficiency [15, 32]. Using these improvements, the complexity becomes almost linear – $O(n^{1.12})$. JPlag offers a simple, efficient and very intuitive user interface. Detection results are shown on the main HTML result page. This page contains a list of similar file pairs, as well as their similarity percentage. JPlag offers a side-by-side view of the selected source code file pairs, where similar source code segments from both files are marked with the same color.

MOSS (Measure Of Software Similarity) is an automatic system for determining the similarity of Java, C, C++, Scheme and programs written in other languages [26]. It is available in the form of a web service. This web service can be accessed using the “mossnet” script that can be obtained from the MOSS website². MOSS can automatically eliminate matches to legitimately shared source code. The exact details of the algorithm used by this system are not publicly available, in order to ensure that it will not be circumvented. Still, it is known that MOSS uses the document fingerprinting technique (i.e., it uses a sequence of characters to form a unique document fingerprint) and the Winnowing algorithm [26].

Sim is a system for detection of similarities between programs by evaluating their correctness, style, and uniqueness [6, 27]. Sim can analyze programs written in Java, C, Pascal, Modula-2, Lisp, Miranda, and can also process plain text files. It is important to mention that this plagiarism detection system is no longer actively supported, but its source code is still publicly available. It is known that similarity metric used by this system may be greatly plagued due to the incapability of its dynamic programming technique to deal with rearranged source code segments [33, 34].

² http://theory.stanford.edu/~aiken/moss/
Plague is one of the first structure-based source code similarity detection tools [28]. Plague creates structure profiles of each source code file under comparison [2]. These structure profiles are compared using the Heckel algorithm [35]. Plague works with code written in the C programming language. This tool has some known portability issues because it uses several UNIX utilities.

YAP (Yet Another Plague), as its name states, was developed based on Plague, with some enhancements [24]. Like Plague, YAP uses a mixture of UNIX utilities, tied together with a UNIX shell script. Sdiff is the basic utility YAP is based on. YAP was improved into YAP 2, and the latest version of this tool is called YAP 3 [25]. While YAP and YAP 2 use LCS (Longest common subsequence) and Heckel as the comparison algorithms, respectively, YAP 3 [25] uses a much more reliable algorithm – RKR-GST (Running Karp-Rabin Greedy String Tiling) [7].

Plaggie is a newer open source content comparison-based similarity detection system for determining the similarity of Java programs [29]. This system is similar to JPlag, but employs the RKR-GST algorithm without any speed optimisation algorithm. Unlike JPlag, Plaggie is a standalone tool.

FPDS (Fast Plagiarism Detection System) is a source code similarity detection tool developed with the aim to improve the speed of similarity detection by using an indexed data structure to store files [9, 36]. The tokenized versions of source code files are compared using an algorithm similar to the RKR-GST algorithm. One of the problems with the FDPS tool is that results can not be visualised by means of displaying similar segments of code [37].

Marble is a simple, easily maintainable structure-oriented plagiarism detection tool for Java and C# programs [8]. This tool splits the submission of source code files into separate files in such a way that each file contains only one top-level class. After that, details that can be
easily changed are removed from these files. In this procedure, keywords (like class) and frequently used class (like String and System) and method names (like toString) are preserved, while comments, excessive white-space, string constants and import declarations are simply removed. Other tokens are abstracted to their token “type”. Finally, Marble creates two normalized versions of each file: one in which the properties, methods and inner classes are grouped together and sorted, and the other one in which the order of fields, methods and inner classes is exactly like those of the original file. Sorting is performed in a heuristic fashion. For example, methods are first ordered based on the number of tokens, then by the total length of the token stream, and finally alphabetically [8]. The comparison of the normalized files is done by using the Unix/Linux utility diff.

A qualitative feature and efficiency comparisons of plagiarism detection tools are done by Kleiman and Kowaltowski [7], Hage et al. [8], Lancaster and Culwin [38] and Cosma [39]. These comparisons indicate that no tool significantly outperforms the others. Besides the fact that they are among the most important state-of-the-art structure-oriented plagiarism detection systems, the available literature indicates that JPlag and MOSS are a common choice for comparisons and validation of other plagiarism detection tools. Some of the described systems (Sim, Plague, YAP, Plaggie and FPDS) have obvious disadvantages as compared to JPlag and MOSS. Also, some of the described systems have obvious similarities with JPlag or MOSS (YAP 3, Plaggie and FPDS). All these are the reasons why comparison of features of only JPlag and MOSS is given in Table I.

Both systems support multiple programming languages, while the other systems introduced in this section support fewer languages than JPlag and MOSS. For example, Plaggie supports only the Java programming language. Both systems are marked with high grades (on a scale of 1 to 5) for the presentation of the results and system usability [8]. On the other hand, the results of Sim are saved in a text file, while its command line interface is fairly usable.
Similarly, system usability and presentation of the results of the other systems introduced in this section is also inferior as compared to JPlag and MOSS [8].

![Table I. Comparison of Features – JPlag and MOSS](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>JPlag</th>
<th>MOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of supported languages</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of results(^1)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability(^3)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion of template code</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion of small files</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical comparison</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission / file-based rating</td>
<td>subm.</td>
<td>subm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local or remote</td>
<td>remote</td>
<td>remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open source</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity algorithm</td>
<td>GST</td>
<td>Winnowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language extensibility(^4)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm extensibility</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform independent</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The template code in JPlag and MOSS, as well as in some other tools (e.g., Plaggie), can be excluded by providing a file containing the template code. In contrast, the template code in Sim and Marble can not be excluded. JPlag and MOSS allow for excluding submissions from the results below certain similarity value. Plaggie and Sim do not support this. One of the drawbacks of the JPlag system is that the source code files from previous assignment submissions can not be compared to the files from new assignment submissions. On the other hand, MOSS and Sim do support this. In JPlag and MOSS, all files within a selected directory will be considered as belonging to the same submission, and ratings are by submission. Both systems are available in the form of a Web service, while this is not the case with the other systems. JPlag uses the tokenization technique and the GST algorithm, while MOSS uses the fingerprinting technique and the Winnowing algorithm. JPlag does not support any language extensibility, while language extensibility of MOSS can be provided by the authors of MOSS [8]. These two systems, like other described systems, are not designed to be algorithm expandable. In addition, JPlag is platform independent, while MOSS is not.

Regarding the efficiency of the plagiarism detection tools, JPlag outperforms the rest of the

---

\(^1\) On scale 1-5, where higher grades mean better results  
\(^3\) MOSS language extensibility can be provided by the authors of MOSS [9]
plagiarism detection tools by offering a higher robustness against various modifications of plagiarized source code [5, 7, 8, 15]. Presented results were one of the main reasons for using JPlag in the process of evaluation of SCSDS. However, as shown in Appendix A, there are some drawbacks reported on that JPlag has. Most of those drawbacks are consequence of the way in which JPlag converts source code into token strings. JPlags’ tokenization process creates too abstract token representation of the compared source code. This is the main reason why modifications like reordering of statements within code blocks, reordering of code blocks, inlining, or code insertions can not be adequately detected using the GST algorithm [13].

On the other hand, in some cases, JPlags’ tokenization process generates unnecessary tokens. A simple Java program given in Figure 1 JPlag is represented with eight corresponding tokens. If 20 or 30 unnecessary import statements are inserted in the plagiarized version of this program, the plagiarized program will be represented with 28 or 38 tokens, respectively. Thus, the average similarity between these, basically identical, programs will drop to only 44.4% or 34.7%, respectively.

```
public class A {
    public static void main(String[] s) {
        System.out.println("test 1");
        System.out.println("test 2");
        System.out.println("test 3");
    }
}
```

Similarly, a simple insertion of a `System.out.println()` statement between every source code line (in a plagiarized program) will dramatically reduce the average similarity between the...
original and the plagiarized program. Again, the reason for this is the way tokenization is
done in JPlag. Every `System.out.println()` statement will be represented with only one token,
and every one of these tokens will split the original token set into smaller parts. If the number
of tokens in these split parts is less than the minimum match length that the RKR-GST
algorithm uses, then the average similarity between the original program and the plagiarized
one will be very small.

Although the authors of [5] state that JPlag puts semantic information into tokens where
possible, in order to reduce spurious substring matches, there are situations where this is not
the case. For example, expressions like the following two: `String s = “s”` and `int i = 1`, will
be represented by the same two tokens `Var_Def` and `Assign`, and thus they will be treated as
the same. The reason why those two expressions are represented by the same two tokens is
JPlag’s too abstract token representation of the compared source code.

4. SCSDS OBJECTIVES

Based on the discussed advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions for source code
similarity detection (primarily advantages and disadvantages of the JPlag system), the
objectives for SCSDS (Source Code Similarity Detector System) are created. The most
important objective is an efficient source code similarity detection. In order to be highly
robust to lexical and structural modifications described in Section 2, as well as to address the
challenges discussed in Section 3 (i.e., C1-C9 challenges), the system must be able to
efficiently detect and point out similarities between source-code files. In order to accomplish
this, the system must implement a detailed and efficient tokenization algorithm, and support
multiple algorithms for similarity detection that will operate on a produced token set. This
token set must characterize the essence of a program in a way which is difficult to change by
a plagiarist. Additionally, tokens contained in this token set should contain as much semantic
information as possible. The importance of a tokenization algorithm can easily be illustrated
through the fact that the efficiency of two plagiarism detection tools, which use the same similarity detection algorithm (e.g., RKR-GST), completely depends on a token set produced by their tokenization algorithms.

In addition, the proposed system must support:

− algorithm extensibility – system must be easy to extend with new algorithms for similarity measurement, and

− exclusion of template code – system must ignore legitimately shared source code during the similarity detection process.

5. OUR APPROACH

Similarly, as per the reported designs commonly found in other systems [5, 14, 15, 40], our similarity detection approach comprises the following five phases (Figure 2):

1. pre-processing,
2. tokenization,
3. exclusion,
4. similarity measurement, and
5. final similarity calculation.

![Figure 2. SCSDS Similarity Detection Approach](image)

In phases 1 and 2, we aim to reduce the “noise” in a given set of source code files. These
phases are very important in the process of source code similarity detection. The quality of similarity detection can be significantly improved with more elaborate pre-processing and tokenization techniques [7]. It is also important to mention that these two phases are programming language dependent. Legitimately shared source code should not be considered during the similarity measurement phase. This is why the exclusion of such code is done in phase 3. Phase 4 can be repeated several times. The number of repetitions is defined by the number of implemented similarity measurement algorithms. Currently, there are two similarity measurement algorithms implemented in SCSDS. These algorithms will be discussed later. The final similarity calculation (phase 5) is done on the results obtained from phase 4. The exclusion, similarity measurement and final similarity calculation phases (i.e., phases 3-5) are programming language independent.

**Pre-processing (Phase 1).** The first phase of source code similarity detection makes the detection process robust to the following simple source code transformations: addition, modification, or deletion of comments (L2), split or merge of variable declarations (L6), changing the order of variables (S1), as well as addition of some redundant statements (S4).

For this reason, all comments are removed from the original source code. This process includes removing block comments, single-line comments, trailing comments and the end-of-line comments. Combined variable declarations are split into a sequence of individual declarations. The fully qualified names are replaced by simple names, while package declarations and import statements are removed from the original source code. Also, in this phase, variables in statements are grouped by type. An example is given in Figure 3. As it can be seen, after the pre-processing phase, all comments have been removed from the source code, fully qualified class names have been replaced by their corresponding simple names; combined variable declaration have been split into two individual declarations; while variables in statements are grouped by type.
Tokenization (Phase 2). Tokenization [11] is the process of converting the source code into tokens. As described in Section III, this technique is very popular and used by many source code plagiarism detection systems. The tokens are chosen in such a way that they characterize the essence of a program, which is difficult to change by a plagiarist. For example, whitespace should never produce a token. This tokenization technique is commonly used to neutralize various source code modifications: modification of source code formatting (L1), language translations (L3), reformatting or modification of program output (L4), identifiers renaming (L5), modification of constant values (L8), as well as to prepare an appropriate input for the comparison algorithm in the similarity measurement phase.

A simple tokenization algorithm can substitute all identifiers and values with tokens <IDENTIFIER> and <VALUE>, respectively [37]. SCSDS uses a significantly modified approach. The SCSDS tokenization algorithm substitutes identifiers with the appropriate
tokens. These tokens are chosen based on the identifier type. For example, all identifiers of Java numeric types, i.e. all identifiers of byte, short, int, long, float, double along with their corresponding wrapper classes (Byte, Short, Integer, Long, Float and Double, respectively), are substituted with the `<NUMERIC_TYPE>` token. Also, their values are substituted with the `<NUMERIC_VALUE>` token. With this tokenization algorithm, four main advantages are gained. First, tokens chosen this way better characterize the essence of a program. Second, possibility of false positives is significantly reduced. For example, by using the SCSDS tokenization algorithm, expressions like the following two: `string3 = string1 + string2` (all identifiers are of type String) and `int3 = int1 + int2` (all identifiers are of type `int`) can not be falsely matched; the same would happen if the simple tokenization algorithm mentioned by Mozgovoy [37] were used. Also, expression `integer3 = integer1 + integer2` (all identifiers are of type `Integer`) and expression `int3 = int1 + int2` (all identifiers are of type `int`) will be treated as the same. Additionally, this algorithm is still simple and fast. An example is given in Figure 4. It can be seen that all identifiers types and values are represented by corresponding tokens. As previously explained, for the same source code, JPlag generates three pairs of `Var_Def` and `Assign` tokens.

```
java.lang.Integer i = 1;
java.lang.String s = "";
Long l = 5l

<numERIC_TYPE><IDENTIFIER> = <NUMERIC_VALUE>
<string_TYPE><IDENTIFIER> = <STRING_VALUE>
<numERIC_TYPE><IDENTIFIER> = <NUMERIC_VALUE>
```

**FIGURE 4. SCSDS – EXAMPLE JAVA SOURCE CODE AND CORRESPONDING TOKENS**

Variables and methods in many programming languages can be attributed with access modifiers. In Java and C#, variables and methods can be attributed with access modifiers, like `private, protected, or public`. In C#, there is one additional access modifier – `internal`. If access modifiers are changed to allow for a more general accessibility, the semantics of an existing program is usually not affected. Sometimes, it is even possible to restrict
accessibility without affecting the essence of a program. This is why access modifiers should be removed. Similarly, all other modifiers can be removed without affecting the essence of a program. This is why the SCSDS tokenizer ignores them all. Additionally, the SCSDS tokenizer ignores other unnecessary data, so that the semantics of an existing program is not affected. For example, the SCSDS tokenizer ignores semi-colons, as shown in Figure 4.

Generally, there are drawbacks related to the tokenization process – significant increase in the degree of similarity between any two source code files as compared to their non-tokenized versions. This can lead to false positives.

The impact of SCSDS tokenization process on source code similarity detection will become much clearer later in this article when the results of the experimental evaluation are reported (Section VII).

**Exclusion (Phase 3).** There are situations when source code can be shared between programmers. For example, students can share some common base source code given by the instructors. Some similarity detection systems, like JPlag, MOSS and Plaggie, allow the user to give such legitimately shared source code (i.e., template code) that will be ignored during the similarity detection phase [8]. The danger of such template code is that the similarity between the template code may obscure the similarity between non-template code. Thus, the ignorance of the template code can help prevent many false positives.

Unlike the similarity detection systems mentioned in the previous paragraph, SCSDS uses a slightly modified approach. SCSDS creates a tokenized version of template code, in the same way as it creates a tokenized version of the source code in the tokenization phase (Phase 2). The result of this process is called “exclusion token sequence”. In the exclusion phase, all findings of an “exclusion token sequence” or its parts (token subsequences of an “exclusion token sequence”) are removed from the input token sequence. For this purpose, SCSDS uses the RKR-GST algorithm. It is important to mention that one of the advantages of the RKR-
GST algorithm is that token subsequences can be found independent of their position in the token sequence. The RKR-GST algorithm is described in detail later in this section. This way the template code is ignored during the similarity detection phase. It is important to notice that SCSDS can also ignore modified versions of the template code. The reason for this is that SCSDS does not look for exact matches of the template code or its parts in the input source code, but it does look for exact matches of the tokenized version of the template (i.e., “exclusion token sequence”) or its parts in the input token sequence. This way the given source code, which has to be completed by the students, can be ignored during the similarity detection phase.

Additionally, this approach does not have any restrictions regarding contents of documents in a corpus. For example, suppose we have a corpus consisting of a sub-corpus of documents that contain template code and a sub-corpus of documents that does not use this common base. Then, during the exclusion phase, only findings of an “exclusion token sequence” from input token sequences, which represent documents in the first sub-corpus, will be removed in the exclusion phase. Input token sequences, which represent documents in the second sub-corpus, will be intact.

Additionally, it is important to notice that there is always a chance that a tokenized version of the template code accidentally occurs in some other places. Naturally, the larger the template code is, the smaller the chance that the tokenized version of template code accidentally occurs in other places, for some non-template code of the same size.

Some typical source code, which generates many false positives, can be identified and removed in the exclusion phase. A good example of such source code is a Java bean, a class which has a default constructor, and allows for accessing to its properties by using getter and setter methods. Comparing Java beans will always result in a high similarity. This does not indicate a plagiarism, but it is simply a result of the way such classes are implemented [8].
**Similarity detection and measurement (Phase 4).** Currently, SCSDS implements two algorithms for similarity detection: the RKR-GST (Running-Karp-Rabin Greedy-String-Tiling) algorithm [31, 32] and the Winnowing algorithm.

As previously explained, most JPlag drawbacks are a consequence of its tokenization process and not of the RKR-GST algorithm. It is shown by Kleiman and Kowaltowski [7] that RKR-GST gives better results when used on a token set created in such a way that extraneous information is removed and a better normalization is achieved. Also, the tiling approach is considered to be quite advanced and reliable, and the most widely-used systems implement algorithms that can be treated as tiling variations [10]. As it can be seen in the Kleiman and Kowaltowski paper [7], there are few situations in which the Winnowing algorithm gives better results than the RKR-GST algorithm. These are the main reasons why the first two algorithms that SDSDS implements are RKR-GST and Winnowing.

The RKR-GST algorithm is designed by Michael Wise [31]. When comparing two strings Str1 and Str2, the aim of this algorithm is to find a set of substrings that are identical and that satisfy the following requirements [5]:

1. Any token of Str1 may only be matched with exactly one token from Str2.
2. Substrings are to be found independent of their position in the string.
3. Because long substring matches are more reliable, they are preferred over short ones.

   Short matches are more likely to be spurious.

The first rule implies that it is impossible to match parts of the source code completely that have been duplicated in a plagiarized program. The second rule implies that changing the order of statements within code blocks and reordering of code blocks will not have a big impact on the similarity detection process. In other words, changing the order of statements within code blocks and reordering of code blocks is not an effective attack, if the reordered code segments are longer than the minimal match length. If the reordered code segments are
shorter than the minimal match length, then mentioned modifications can be an effective attack. This combined with the abstract token representation of JPlags is likely the main reason why JPlag scores much lower than 100% for the programs in which only methods have been moved around, as evidenced by Hage et al. [8].

The RKR-GST algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase of the algorithm, two strings are searched for the longest contiguous matches. These matches are obtained by using the Karp-Rabin procedure [32], and must be longer than the minimum match length threshold value. In the second phase of the algorithm, the matches are marked, so that they can not be used for further matches in the first phase of a subsequent iteration. This guarantees that every token will only be used in one match. After all the matches are marked, the first phase is started again. The algorithm finishes its work when the match length stays the same as the minimum match length threshold value.

In SCSDS, the RKR-GST similarity measure of token sequences $a$ and $b$ is calculated by using the following formula (formula 1):

$$sim(a, b) = \frac{2 \times coverage}{\text{length}(a) + \text{length}(b)}$$

where $coverage$ is the length of all matches, and $length$ is the number of tokens in the token sequence.

SCSDS can calculate this similarity measure differently, using the following formula (formula 2):

$$sim(a, b) = \frac{2 \times coverage}{\text{slength}(a, b)}$$

where $coverage$ is the length of all matches, and $slength$ is the smaller number of tokens from the two token sequences.

Formula 2 will return the maximum similarity value of 1 (100% similarity) in some cases of plagiarism (e.g., when some additional code or additional methods are added to the original source code). The code added in this way will break the original source code (and the
original token sequence) into two or more parts. Still, one of the advantages of the RKR-GST algorithm is that token subsequences are found independent of their position in the token sequence. This is why we use the high output from formula 2 as an indicator of a possible plagiarism caused by adding some redundant code. Despite that, for other cases of plagiarism, we prefer formula 1, which returns similarity of 1 only when the token sequences are identical. The second reason for this is that formula 2 returns rather a high similarity value when one of the two token sequences is significantly smaller.

The Winnowing algorithm is very simple [26]. At the beginning of the algorithm, all whitespaces are removed from the input string (which can be the original source code or the tokenized code). After that, “n-grams”\(^5\) from the resulting string are hashed, thus creating a sequence of hashes. This set of hashes is divided into a series of overlapping windows of a certain size. For each window, the hash with the lowest value is selected as its representative. This significantly reduces the number of hash values and allows for a more efficient similar substring detection [26]. Also, the hash sets are precomputed for each input string separately and kept in a memory instead of being recalculated for each pair-wise comparison. This speeds up the similarity detection and measurement phase.

Similar to RKR-GST, the Winnowing similarity measure of fingerprint sets \(a\) and \(b\) is calculated using the following formula (formula 3):

\[
sim(a, b) = \frac{2 \times \text{setSize}(c)}{\text{setSize}(a) + \text{setSize}(b)}
\]

where \(\text{setSize}\) is the size of a set, and set \(c\) is intersection of sets \(a\) and \(b\).

**Final similarity calculation (Phase 5).** The fifth phase in this similarity detection process is the final similarity calculation. This calculation is based on similarity measure values obtained from the similarity detection algorithms, and their weight factors. The overall

\(^5\) n-gram is a contiguous substring of length n
similarity measure between two source code files $a$ and $b$ is calculated using the following formula (formula 4):

$$sim(a, b) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{w_i \cdot sim_i(a, b)}{w}$$

where $sim_i$ is the similarity measure value obtained from the similarity detection algorithm $i$, $w_i$ is the weight factor of the similarity detection algorithm $i$, $w$ is the sum of weight factors of all used similarity detection algorithms, and $n$ is the number of all used similarity detection algorithms. In the current implementation of SCSDS, $n=2$ is used.

If the overall similarity measure value is larger than the threshold value specified by the user, then the corresponding pair of source code files is marked as suspected. Together with the overall similarity measure value, SCSDS will show similarity measure values of all algorithms. For the selected pair of source code files SCSDS will show suspected plagiarized source code segments.

When the RKR-GST algorithm is used on a more detailed (and not too abstract) token representation of compared source code files, better similarity results will be achieved. This is the reason why modifications like modifications described in the end of Section III do not affect the results of the SCSDS similarity detection. It is important to mention that RKR-GST is the primary algorithm that SCSDS uses, while impact of the Winnowing algorithm can be adjusted by the corresponding weight factor.

6. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

SCSDS consists of two parts: the SCSDS core and SCSDS frontend (Figure 5). The SCSDS core part is the main part of SCSDS and consists of the following modules: Pre-processor, Tokenizer, Exclusion module and Comparator. The SCSDS core functionalities are exposed to the frontend directly or as a SOAP-based Web service.

The pre-processor module is responsible for the pre-processing phase of the SCSDS
similarity detection process. This module removes all comments from the input source code files, including block comments, single-line comments, trailing comments, and end-of-line comments. Also, this module splits combined variable declarations into a sequence of individual declarations, replaces the fully qualified names by the simple names, removes import statements and changes the order of variables in statements, according to the alphabetical order. The output of this module is forwarded to the tokenizer module. Currently, there is only one fully implemented pre-processor module in SCSDS – for the Java programming language, while the pre-processor modules for the C# and C++ languages are under development.

The tokenizer module is responsible for the tokenization phase of the SCSDS similarity detection process. The tokenizer module creates a list of token objects. Each token object contains the token string and the number of the line from which the token originates. This allows us to determine and show any similarities between two files with respect to the original source files later. To enable SCSDS to handle another programming language, a new tokenizer must be implemented. Because SCSDS is implemented using object-oriented design principles, this can be done without changing the whole architecture of the system. The tokenizer module forwards the resulting list of tokens to the exclusion module.
The exclusion module is responsible for the exclusion phase of the similarity detection process. This module removes an “exclusion token sequence” (created from a legitimately shared source code) from the list of tokens obtained from the tokenization module. The resulting list of tokens is forwarded to the comparator module.

The comparator module is responsible for the similarity measurement phase of the similarity detection process. This module executes the following comparators: the RKR-GST comparator, which implements the RKR-GST algorithm, and the Winnowing comparator, which implements the Winnowing algorithm. The results of this process are similarity measures calculated by using formulas described in Section V. Like the tokenizer module, this module can also be extended without changing the whole architecture of the system. There is only one mandatory requirement for a new comparator – it must implement the SCSDS comparator interface.

The SCSDS core is implemented in the Java programming language. By using Java, we achieved platform independency. For implementation of the pre-processing and exclusion functions, we use regular expressions, while for parsing and tokenization functions, we implemented an extension of Eclipse JTD (Java Development Tools).

The SCSDS frontend is responsible for selection of source code files to be compared and for displaying of similarity measurement results. The SCSDS frontend can be implemented in various ways. For example, the frontend can be implemented as a Java console application (command-line Java application), a Java GUI application, a JSP (Java Server Pages) or as a JSF (Java Server Faces) application. These frontends can use the SCSDS core functionalities directly. Currently, the implemented SCSDS frontends are Java console and Java GUI frontend, while a JSF frontend is under development.

In addition, SCSDS is designed in such a way that frontends can be implemented in different languages and technologies. These frontends must be implemented as Web service
clients for the SCSDS core Web service. In this way, we provided a programming language
and technology independency for SCSDS frontends.

SCSDS creates a report identifying the pairs of suspicious source code files. Hence, the
user of this tool can further investigate similarities for selected source code file pair (Figure
6).

As mentioned before, SCSDS currently supports only the Java programming language. In
order to add a support for a new programming language, some effort must be made. More
precisely, a pre-processor module and tokenizer should be implemented for every new
language that is going to be supported by the SCSDS. In order to do this, one must know the
syntax and semantics of the languages in question.
7. EVALUATION

For the evaluation of the SCSDS system, we performed a well-known conformism test [9, 10]. The conformism test determines how many source code files, considered to be plagiarized by some system, are found in a common “plagiarized files subset”, defined by some other system (“the jury”) by processing the same test set. In this test, the JPlag system, described in Section III, is used as “the jury” system. The JPlag system is chosen based on the results presented by Prechelt et al. [5], Kleiman and Kowaltowski [7], Hage et al. [8], Mozgovoy [10] and Burrows et al. [15]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no well-known set of programs recommended for plagiarism detection tool testing. Thus, we decided to conduct our experiments on two test sets of Java programs, either of them created similarly as in [5, 6, 7, 15, 36, 40]. Both test sets contained several different solutions of a typical programming assignment from a Java programming language course and additional plagiarized versions of these solutions.

The base of the first test set (test set A) is a collection of three different solutions to the same programming assignment. These solutions are different, non-plagiarized, implementations of a “matrices calculator” program for multiplication, addition, subtraction, inversion and other operations on matrices. This base test set is extended with 48 additional programs. These programs are created by 11 experienced students and four teaching assistants (referred to as “plagiarizers”), according to the typical lexical and structural modifications described in Section II. The “plagiarizers” were told to behave like students who were plagiarizing and trying to deceive a plagiarism detection system. It is important to mention that the "plagiarizers" did not have any prior knowledge about the SCSDS system nor had they been previously involved in any research on automated plagiarism detection. Table II shows the number of new plagiarized versions for each of the three original programs (denoted as “p”), as well as the number of plagiarism pairs we obtained this way.
Each typical lexical and structural modification, described in Section II, is applied to at least three different plagiarized programs. Although there are different approaches to creating test sets (e.g., “Call for plagiarisms” described by Prechelt et al. [5]), we felt that this was a more appropriate way in which a reliable data set for the intended evaluation can be constructed and which is more similar to an authentic context in which plagiarism attempts might happen. Although SCSDS detected several plagiarism cases from real-world sets of student assignment and exam submissions, we decided not to use these sets. The main reason for this decision was the fact that these plagiarisms consisted of only several (mainly simple) modifications. This way created test sets would not be comprehensive enough for the intended evaluation allowing for drawing general conclusions about the evaluated system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>set</th>
<th>Programming assignment</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Pp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second test set (test set B), based on three different non-plagiarized implementations of a “stack” (the program for the stack structure), is created in the same way as the first test set. Besides three base programs, this test set contains additional 38 programs (Table II) which were created by the “plagiarizers”.

The main differences between test sets A and B are the number of plagiarized pairs, the complexity and the length of contained programs. The average length of source code files in test set A is 337 lines of code (LOC) and the standard deviation is 143.54. The average number of methods per class is 15, the average number of attributes per class is seven, and the average number of variables per method is five. The longest program in test set A has 630 LOC. Most of the methods have a cyclomatic complexity between 5 and 7, while there are
several classes with methods having cyclomatic complexity equal to or greater than 10, but no more than 16. The average length of source code files in test set B is 69 LOC and the standard deviation is 25.09. The average number of methods per class is five, the average number of attributes per class is four, and the average number of variables per method is three. All methods in the programs contained in test set B have a cyclomatic complexity of 4 or less.

Overall, test set A consists of 51 programs. That is, there were 1275 (51*50/2) unique pairs of programs in test set A, with 532 plagiarism pairs. Test set B consists of 41 programs, that is, there were 820 (41*40/2) unique pairs of programs, with 301 plagiarism pairs.

The evaluation was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the aim was to compare the effectiveness of JPlag and SCSDS. In the second phase, the aim was to compare the results of the JPlag and SCSDS similarity detection conducted on both test sets. After the fully automated plagiarism detection within the test sets has been done, we checked the results by a careful manual comparison of each program pair.

To compare the effectiveness of JPlag and SCSDS, we employ the precision and recall measures [5, 15, 40]. The precision (P) measure is the percentage of program pairs identified as plagiarized with respect to the total number of suspected program pairs. The recall (R) measure is the percentage of program pairs identified as plagiarized with respect to the total number of plagiarized program pairs. We also aggregated the precision and recall values, by using the standard F-measure computed as:

\[
F = 2 \cdot \frac{P \cdot R}{P + R}
\]

During the first phase of the evaluation, we used 18 different minimum match length threshold values (from 3 to 20) for the RKR-GST algorithm implemented in SCSDS. Our experiments revealed that the minimum match length threshold value of 12 gives the best performance. Based on results reported by Burrows et al. [15], we decided to use 4-grams
and windows of size 4 for the Winnowing algorithm implemented in SCSDS. The final similarity measure value for SCSDS was calculated by using formula 4 (given in Section V).

We calculated all the SCSDS final similarity values along with precision, recall and F-measure values (for different cut-off threshold values) for all the weight-algorithm combinations, from 0.9 for RKR-GST and 0.1 for the Winnowing algorithm, to 0.1 for RKR-GST and 0.9 for the Winnowing algorithm. Our experiments revealed that the best results are obtained for the 0.9 and 0.1 weight-algorithm combination the RKR-GST and Winnowing algorithms.

![FIGURE 7. SCSDSs’ F-MEASURE VALUES FOR PROGRAM PAIRS IN TEST SET A (LEFT) AND F-MEASURE VALUES FOR PROGRAM PAIRS IN TEST SET B (RIGHT)](image)

As it can be seen in Figure 7, for the 0.9 and 0.1 weight factors of the RKR-GST and Winnowing algorithms respectively, SCSDS has the maximum F-measure value (denoted as SCSDS-0.9/0.1) for cut-off threshold (CT) values between 35% and 70% for test set A, and for CT values between 35% and 55% for test set B. For the other weight-algorithm combinations, SCSDS has the maximum F-measure value for narrower range of the CT values.

Figures 8 and 9 show the distribution of similarity values (X-axis) found among plagiarism pairs (black line) and among non-plagiarism pairs (gray line) of programs in both test sets, returned by JPlag and SCSDS, respectively.
As it can be seen, JPlag’s behavior is not perfect for both test sets. There are some overlaps of similarity values among program pairs in test set A and similarity values among program pairs in test set B. For 27 of the total 532 plagiarism pairs in test set A, JPlag returned similarity values of 31% or less. The minimum similarity value of the other plagiarism pairs was 54%, while the maximum similarity value of non-plagiarism pairs was 43%. JPlag’s behavior for the second set is even worse. For 26 of total 301 plagiarism pairs in test set B JPlag, returned similarity values of 35% or less, while the minimum similarity value of the other plagiarism pairs was 44%. The maximum similarity value of non-plagiarism pairs in test set B was 32%.

The distribution of similarity values found among plagiarism pairs and among non-plagiarism pairs returned by SCSDS is better than those of JPlag. For 10 out of the total 532 plagiarism pairs in test set A, SCSDS returned similarity values of 22% or less, while the similarity value of the other plagiarism pairs was not less than 72%. This obviously demonstrates a higher probability to recognize similarity between the authentic versions of the programs and their plagiarised versions. The maximum similarity value of non-plagiarism
pairs in test set A, returned by SCSDS, was 33%. For only 4 out of total 301 plagiarism pairs in test set B, SCSDS returned similarity values of 29% or less, while the minimum similarity value of the other plagiarism pairs in this test set was 52%. The maximum similarity value of non-plagiarism pairs in test set B, returned by SCSDS, was 33%.

The detailed results are given in Table III. There are values for precision (denoted as P), recall (denoted as R) and F-measure (denoted as F) for different cut-off threshold values (denoted as CT). The cut-off threshold value CT separates plagiarized program pairs from non-plagiarized ones. If the similarity value of two programs is larger than cut-off threshold value CT, then the program pair is marked as suspect. We used CT values from 10% to 90%.

It is important to notice that, for both test sets, SCSDS has a higher recall and higher or the same precision as for every CT value, except for the CT value of 10%. As it can be seen, SCSDS has recall higher than 90 and the maximum precision for CT values between 35% and 85% for test set A, and for CT values between 35% and 65% for test set B. In addition, SCSDS has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 15%, for test set A, and for CT values lower than or equal to 30%, for test set B. At the same time, JPlag has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 10%.

The detailed results are given in Table III. There are values for precision (denoted as P), recall (denoted as R) and F-measure (denoted as F) for different cut-off threshold values (denoted as CT). The cut-off threshold value CT separates plagiarized program pairs from non-plagiarized ones. If the similarity value of two programs is larger than cut-off threshold value CT, then the program pair is marked as suspect. We used CT values from 10% to 90%.

It is important to notice that, for both test sets, SCSDS has a higher recall and higher or the same precision as for every CT value, except for the CT value of 10%. As it can be seen, SCSDS has recall higher than 90 and the maximum precision for CT values between 35% and 85% for test set A, and for CT values between 35% and 65% for test set B. In addition, SCSDS has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 15%, for test set A, and for CT values lower than or equal to 30%, for test set B. At the same time, JPlag has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 10%.

**TABLE III.** JPLAGS’ AND SCSDSS’ PRECISION AND RECALL VALUES AMONG PROGRAM PAIRS IN TEST SET A (LEFT) AND SIMILARITY VALUES AMONG PROGRAM PAIRS IN TEST SET B (RIGHT) FOR CUT-OFF THRESHOLD VALUES FROM 10 TO 90

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>74.62</td>
<td>85.47</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>81.58</td>
<td>89.86</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>86.28</td>
<td>92.63</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>91.16</td>
<td>95.38</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>93.04</td>
<td>96.39</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>93.98</td>
<td>96.90</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>94.92</td>
<td>97.39</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>97.89</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>95.14</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>93.83</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>93.30</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>91.89</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>93.83</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>66.45</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>93.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>61.90</td>
<td>97.74</td>
<td>75.80</td>
<td>63.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>61.90</td>
<td>97.74</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>47.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>60.80</td>
<td>98.87</td>
<td>75.30</td>
<td>43.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60.59</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>75.46</td>
<td>43.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detailed results are given in Table III. There are values for precision (denoted as P), recall (denoted as R) and F-measure (denoted as F) for different cut-off threshold values (denoted as CT). The cut-off threshold value CT separates plagiarized program pairs from non-plagiarized ones. If the similarity value of two programs is larger than cut-off threshold value CT, then the program pair is marked as suspect. We used CT values from 10% to 90%.

It is important to notice that, for both test sets, SCSDS has a higher recall and higher or the same precision as for every CT value, except for the CT value of 10%. As it can be seen, SCSDS has recall higher than 90 and the maximum precision for CT values between 35% and 85% for test set A, and for CT values between 35% and 65% for test set B. In addition, SCSDS has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 15%, for test set A, and for CT values lower than or equal to 30%, for test set B. At the same time, JPlag has the maximum recall for CT values lower than or equal to 10%.
After the analysis of the results, we noticed that both JPlag and SCSDS were more robust to some lexical and structural modifications (namely L1-L8, S1-S3, S5-S9 and S11), while they were less robust to S4 and S10 modifications. Also, both JPlag and SCSDS were less robust to various combinations of structural modifications. Both tools are fully resistant to all lexical modifications, except to L4 modifications (reformatting or modification of program output).

It is important to mention that both tools returned low similarity values when evaluated on programs, which contained some of the S10 modifications (structural redesign of source code) including, moving of state-changing methods into a separate new class and extraction of methods into a parent class. It is important to mention that the S10 modifications, especially their combinations, can represent a real threat for plagiarism detection tools, above all because they can be done automatically by using Eclipse (i.e., its available refactoring tools) or similar tools. After having excluded these programs from the evaluation, the resulting precision and recall values improved for both the tools. These new precision and recall values among program pairs in this way modified test sets A and B are given in Table IV.

As it can be seen, when the CT value is higher than 20%, SCSDS has a higher than or the same recall/precision as JPlag. Also, SCSDS detected all plagiarised programs with no false positive detection, for CT values between 35% and 70% (for test set A) and for CT values between 35% and 55% (for test set B). It is important to notice that, for these modified data sets, SCSDS perfectly discriminates the plagiarised cases from the other programs for a fairly wide range of cut-off thresholds. This is not the case with JPlag. Table IV shows how recall changes when we increase the CT value: only for rather high CT values, SCSDS will miss some plagiarisms. Also, for these modified data sets, SCSDS always has at least either the perfect precision or perfect recall and for appropriately chosen CT values, SCSDS even gets
TABLE IV. JPlag’s’ and SCSDS’s’ precision and recall values among program pairs in modified test set A (left) and similarity values among program pairs in modified test set B (right) for cut-off threshold values from 10 to 90

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>76.93</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>84.10</td>
<td>91.36</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>87.98</td>
<td>93.61</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>89.92</td>
<td>94.69</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>93.02</td>
<td>96.38</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>94.96</td>
<td>97.41</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>97.92</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>96.89</td>
<td>98.42</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>98.92</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>94.39</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>96.09</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>91.98</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>94.83</td>
<td>93.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>66.14</td>
<td>98.83</td>
<td>79.25</td>
<td>62.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>61.87</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>76.44</td>
<td>65.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>61.35</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>76.05</td>
<td>42.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>59.86</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>74.89</td>
<td>43.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main reason for these results is the tokenization process that SCSDS uses (described in Section IV) and that is much more detailed than the tokenization process, which JPlag uses. The average number of tokens JPlag generated per one source code file was 355 and 77 for programs in test set A and test set B, respectively, while the standard deviation was 158.68 and 41.06, respectively. On the same test sets, SCSDS generated 1397 and 234 tokens on average, respectively, while the standard deviation was 691.84 and 52.11, respectively.

As it can be seen in Table III and Table IV, for CT values lower than 35%, the precision significantly decreases for both JPlag and SCSDS. Also, it can be seen that, for CT values higher than 70%, the recall significantly decreases for both tools. This is why the F-measure value significantly decreases for these extreme CT values, and we can say that reasonable CT values can be found in the range 35-70%. Independent samples t-test revealed that there was a statistically significant difference of (i.e., SCSDS has significantly higher) average values of the F-measures for both the test sets (A and B) and for both the experiments (Tables III and IV) in the range of CT values of 35%-70%, as follows:

both precision and recall at the highest values at the same time.
- JPlag (M=96.35, SD=1.46) and SCSDS (M=99.05, SD=0.00), t(7) = -5.24, p = 0.000, for test set A and values reported in Table III,

- JPlag (M=91.02, SD=4.61) and SCSDS (M=97.71, SD=2.06), t(9.67) = -3.75, p = 0.002, for test set B and values reported in Table III,

- JPlag (M=97.36, SD=1.48) and SCSDS (M=100.00, SD=0.00), t(7) = -5.05, p = 0.001, for test set A and values reported in Table IV,

- JPlag (M=92.23, SD=4.02) and SCSDS (M=98.97, SD=1.56), t(9.07) = -4.42, p = 0.002, for test set B and values reported in Table IV.

In order to have a good plagiarism detection tool, it is important to discriminate the plagiarisms from the other programs, i.e., it is important to have an appropriate distribution of similarity values found among plagiarism pairs and among non-plagiarism pairs. Ideally, if the plagiarism pairs are separated from non-plagiarism pairs, it can be said that a perfect discrimination of plagiarised programs from the genuine ones is achieved, for some CT values. Such CT values can be seen as a “gap” between the minimum similarity value of the plagiarism pairs and the maximum similarity value of non-plagiarism pairs. It is important to mention that the more changes were made to plagiarized programs, the matching percentage of JPlag decreased much more than that of SCSDS, and dramatically lowered the upper bound of the “gap”. For example, in a case of addition of redundant statements or variables (S4), the “plagiarizers” have made five plagiarized programs by inserting 8, 17, 25, 52 and 119 redundant statements and variables into the original program from test set A, respectively. The matching percentage of JPlag decreased from 93.20% to 54.30%, while the matching percentage of SCSDS decreased from 97.93% to 86.70% (Figure 10). Similarly, the “plagiarizers” have made four plagiarized programs by inserting 6, 10, 14, and 44 redundant statements and variables into the original program from test set B, respectively. In this case,
the matching percentage of JPlag decreased from 73.70% to only 10.00%. At the same time, the matching percentage of SCSDS decreased from 91.93% to 74.94% (Figure 8).

![Figure 10](image-url)

**Figure 10. The matching percentage of JPlag and SCSDS in a case of addition of redundant statements or variables into the original programs in test set A (left) and test set B (right)**

The number of programs in the test set affects the runtime of SCSDS more significantly than their size. More precisely, the runtime of SCSDS increases quadratically with the number of programs in the test set, as well as slightly superlinearly with the size of programs. The average time for reading, parsing and comparing one program pair from test sets A and B was 1501ms and 262ms, respectively, while the standard deviation was 800ms and 88ms. All tests were done on an Intel Duo CPU 2.00 GHz with 2 GB of RAM.

### 8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a source code similarity detection system called SCSDS. This system showed promising results in detecting source code similarity when various lexical or structural modifications are applied to plagiarized source code. The results were tested on a representative test set of Java source code files. The performance of the SCSDS similarity measurement has shown promising results as compared to the JPlag performance. As a confirmation of these results, an independent samples t-test revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between average values of F-measures for the test sets that we used and for the experiments that we conducted in the practically usable range of cut-off threshold values of 35%-70%. The main reason for these results is that tokenization process of SCSDS generates a detailed token set where tokens contain as much semantic information
as possible.

When compared to the well-known state-of-the-art source code similarity detection systems, SCSDS has one extra feature, which is the combination of similarity detection algorithms. This system offers a possibility of adjustment of similarity algorithms weights, according to the user needs. SCSDS can be extended easily in order to support new languages and new similarity detection algorithms. Also, this is one of the promising areas of extension to this work. It would be interesting to include some additional similarity measures, such as those proposed by Jones [12], Sager et al. [41] and Jiang et al. [42], in further evaluation. In order to further improve our similarity detection process, we will examine the impact of the position of the statements in a code (the context) on the similarity detection. We feel that the context can help significantly in most cases of plagiarism hiding.

Because SCSDS uses several similarity detection algorithms in the similarity detection process, it is obvious that this system is slower as compared to existing systems. By adding new similarity detection algorithms, the speed performance of SCSDS will be even worse. This is why a speed performance improvement of SCSDS is needed and will be investigated in the future work. There are some other limitations to SCSDS that should be addressed in the future work. An efficient, intuitive and easy accessible user interface is critical to wide adoption. This is why we are developing a new user interface in the form of a rich internet application.
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APPENDIX A

As described in [5], JPlag has also some important drawbacks:

C1. it is not resistant to every form of reordering of statements within code blocks (S2). In six out of eight test cases, JPlag got locally confused when the reordering of statements has been done (there were no data dependences that required a certain order of statements), i.e., in 75% of test cases that applied reordering of statements within code blocks (S2), JPlag did not detect this kind of plagiarism and JPlag similarity value was significantly reduced.

C2. it is not resistant to every form of reordering of code blocks (S3). In three out of 30 test cases (10%), JPlag got locally confused since a list of very small methods has been reordered and intermixed with declarations of some variables.

C3. it is not resistant to modifications of control structures (S5). In every of 35 test cases,
JPlag got locally confused when some new expressions or new statements have been inserted into (or removed from) the original source code. When this kind of modifications is done, the token list is modified in such a way that almost no matching blocks will be found by JPlag. Examples of such modifications are replacement of a for loop by a while loop and replacement of a switch statement by a sequence of if statements.

C4. it is not resistant to every form of changing of data types and modification of data structures (S6). In five out of six test cases (83%), JPlag got locally confused. For example, when a character array was used instead of a string, or when a two-element array of int values was replaced by two int variables.

C5. it is not resistant to every form of inlining and refactoring (S7). In 16 out of 20 test cases (80%), JPlag got locally confused by inlining of small methods or by code refactoring into new methods.

C6. it is not resistant to redundancy (S8). In every of 15 test cases, JPlag got locally confused by addition or remove of methods that are never called or variables that are never used.

C7. it is not resistant to addition of temporary variables and changing of subexpressions (S9). In every of 28 test cases, JPlag got locally confused. For example, when subexpressions have been moved into the declaration of additional temporary variables, and then in the original expressions the new temporary variables were used instead of the replaced subexpressions.

C8. it is not resistant to structural redesign of source code (S10). In every of 3 test cases, JPlag got locally confused. For example, when state changing methods were moved to a newly created helper class.

C9. it is not resistant to modification of scope (S11). In every of 9 test cases, JPlag got
locally confused since modification of scope modified the token list in such a way that no matching blocks were found.

Plagiarism attacks where these kind of modifications are combined can reduce JPlag similarity value below the given threshold value.